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Club Dues

Meeting time is at 8:00pm on Tuesday the 12th of May at the Pierson
Center. It is a contest month so bring any models for Contest or show work
in progress.
The contest committee meeting is June 2nd at Ian Dows house at 7:00pm.
Unless house is still under construction.
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IPMS US members:
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Juniors: $5
Web Site : www.ipmslivonia.org
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By: Ian P. Dow
Fellow Glue Sniffers and Creators of the Gray Army,
This months reading material will focus on the past AMPS show in Auburn Indiana. If that is not to your liking
then you may want to put this issue down and get back to doing something even less productive. Now dont give
up all hope yet unless you are completely against the Dark Arts of Armor building. There is an article or at least
some pictures about a nice car and truck museum. There is also a couple stories about the madcap adventures
of the Livonia crew at the social mixers. Not really madcap more like this is what we were doing, but it seemed
zanier at the time.
To give everyone some background on what AMPS is, it is an organization much like IPMS except it specializes in
Armor. The name for the organization is the Armor Modeling and Preservation Society (AMPS) for short. It was
founded in 1993 and in 2011 was incorporated into a 501c (4) non-profit organization. It is run similarly to most
non profit organizations where it is run by volunteers who are placed into elected positions by the membership
body. AMPS judging prides itself as being that of an open system where each model is looked at and an
evaluation is made on key components of the model to assign points. These points decide the award level it
should get be it a Bronze, Silver or Gold. This system also breaks down the levels from basic, intermediate,
advanced and masters. Once you achieve a gold in basic and intermediate you move up a level. This helps to
keep the modelers skills on par with other modelers in their class. The points needed to get bronze, silver and
gold increases the higher you get. When you are an advanced modeler you can win Best of Show or Judges
Choice, which in turn makes you a Master. When you become a Master you can only get a gold or nothing
when competing. The other component of AMPS judging is that the comments the judges make on your model
are written down and you get these back at the end of the show. Sometimes you need a thick skin to read
them, but it also helps to see why you succeeded or failed in the judges eyes. A good system but by no means a
perfect system.
So without further ado I will lead you on a rambling, picture filled journey on 2 days and 2 nights of AMPS 2015
in Auburn Indiana.
Your Humble Scribe
Ian
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AMPS Show Report

The show opened on Thursday April 30th and some of the Livonia members decided to go early on
Thursday to help with show set up and see if volunteers were needed. Some of this was to help see how other
shows are being run so that we can get some tips for our show next year. As it turned out the AMPS formula is
From the ModelingMadness.Com website.
fairly efficient and by about 2 on Thursday afternoon there was no need for volunteers. John and Tim had gone
early and did the heavy lifting, Rick and myself went later and missed all the fun by getting there about 3 in the
afternoon. We met John, Tim, Chris Nichols, and our friend Greg Hanchuk from Cleveland for a late lunch and
Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness
some
pre-game tailgating. After the back slapping and model talk we decided to head to the show to see if judges
were needed. This again was filled by many volunteers who wanted to get the show rolling so all the kits that had
come in so far were already being judged. Well with nothing to do we got an early crack at the vendor area.
The vendors at AMPS primarily deal with armor and military figures here and there. A few planes and odd
ball stuff that folks are liquidating from their collections, but again mainly armor. The neat thing about going to
the vendors early is that you can find the kits that maybe are new or they only have a couple and can snatch
them up first. One of my finds was the Kitty Hawk Viper that was reviewed last month for about 10 bucks below
retail and a good 20 below what many folks are charging. Yes it is a really nice kit. Also a company called "Free
Time Hobbies" was there and they had good deals on all their wares. Lots of photo etch, and resin aftermarket.
Most of it at 20% off which was a steal for some of it. They also had the new Model Collect 1/72 Russian tanks
which are just beautiful little kits for about $14 a piece. Again a real steal for what they are. By Friday morning
they had sold out of most of the popular ones. The discount also went from 20% to 10% for most of these kits.
Supply and Demand. Well that had completed my must have purchases for the show and I was feeling very good
about the weekend already.
Since this is a show that again focuses on armor, the majority of people who are there have a common
interest in their modeling subject. This allows for some good conversations and a way to meet more people in the
hobby. There were familiar faces and some people that were recognized by faces but then you start gabbing and
you exchange names, numbers, facebook, etc, etc. It is what the hobby is for, getting to know each other and
having a good time. To facilitate some of these conversations they do put on a mixer on Thursday night where the
keg is free and talk is cheap. It is a nice way to meet people and share ideas. While the mixer was under way,
Jeffrey was taking the Judges certification training so that he could be an official AMPS judge. Once he finished he
was able to come out and play at the mixer. It is a good way to learn what judging is all about and what the
process is about. By the end of the weekend Jeffrey was awarded his certification and is an official AMPS judge.
Congrats to Jeff.
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Jeffrey and John at the social mixer. I told
everyone that Jeff was Bradley Coopers older
brother. No one believed me.
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Greg Hanchuk with the pioneer of the
Modulation Technique, Adam Wilder. Greg is a
great modern Russian armor builder. Adam was
very friendly and talked about how he started his
paint line and some of his techniques.
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AMPS Model Contest Photos

From the ModelingMadness.Com website.

Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness
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David Vickers Diorama "Victory and Contemp" is the AMPS 2015 Judges Choice
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Now dont let it be said that the men of Livonia IPMS are not a cultured bunch. Besides drinking our beers with
our pinkys out and eating our Taco Bell over a napkin, we are also know how to enjoy the fine arts of Museums
and a walk among the classics. Classic cars and trucks that is. A very cool museum worth checking out is the
From
the ModelingMadness.Com
website. in Downtown Auburn Indiana. A whopping $7 lets you stroll amongst a
National
Automotive and Truck Museum
fine collection of classic cars and vintage trucks. This is the kind of way to break up some of the show so that
you dont get burned out looking at tanks and spending all your money at one time. Tim, Rick, John and myself
Reviewed
Modeling on
Madness
took in by
the:Johnny
sightsSeaman
of theinmuseum
Friday afternoon and had a great time doing it.

No look again, its a Red DeLorean. Red. Not
aluminum, but red. First time I ever saw one.
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This is a level of Badassery that does not happen often.

Whats not to love about MOPARS
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The Final Night and Day at AMPS
After the trip to the museum and a round of Judging the show was winding down on Friday evening about 6pm.
At this time it was time to retire to our hotel, put on our finest T-shirts and head to Downtown Auburn for
dinner at Mad Anthonys Brew Pub. A fine establishment that specializes in local beers and a wide and varied
menuthe
to ModelingMadness.Com
satisfy all who dined. From
dinner it was time to head over to the hotel next door for the AMPS Chicago
From
website.
land mixer. This party seems to be the one that if you know about it is where to go. Lots of folks who are running
the show, past masters, show volunteers, vendors, and some of the industries better known names are in
attendance. All in all it is a good excuse to go and mingle and meet folks in the industry and talk models. It is
Reviewed by :Johnny Seaman in Modeling Madness
always a good time and it usually becomes a late night.
The next morning seems to start a little slower than usual for some reason but after the day gets going it is off to
the show. The first stop is to check on the raffle numbers and they had a fairly impressive raffle this year, with
Tim, myself and Jeff all winning a few good things. Its nice to support the show by buying tickets and nicer to
win something for doing it. After the raffle check it was back in for another round of judging with our table being
the one to review the last entry of the show. Once this was done it was outside to grab a bite at the food truck
with Jeff, Tim and John. Nothing like gourmet tacos from a food truck.
At this point the show starts wrapping up and you look for any last minute deals and then start the hour or more
process of waiting for the awards to start. When the awards final begin everyone is both excited and tired. It is
good to see who won what and I am pleased to announce that although Livonia did medal with a couple golds,
some silvers, and one or two bronze the big news is that Jeffrey and Jerry moved up to Advanced with a gold for
Jeffs West German Boxer, and Jerry with his Tiananmen Square dio.. This means that although we may not have
won all the awards we moved another two members up to Advanced which is a big deal. Many clubs and many
builders have been going to these shows for years and have not moved up. For Jeffs second AMPS, and Jerrys
1st, that is a very big accomplishment. Congrats too both Jerry and Jeff. I will leave you with a few more photos
of the Victory Museum and a couple vehicles that stopped by on the last day of the show.
The AMPS show is fun to go and see what other builders are up to and what is new in the armor world. Some is
good, some is bad, and some is just spectacular. All is worth seeing. I have always encouraged my clubmates to
visit some of these other shows like the Figure show, the Armor show or the Car show to see what its like and to
get ideas from these other disciplines. There is always something to gain either from building techniques,
painting or scratchbuilding. The most important thing is to keep building and trying new things. Its the best way
to get better.
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Rick posing with a 1/72 modern troop carrier
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Who had fun at AMPS? This guy. Da Boss.
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Upcoming Shows

Start
04/10/2015
04/19/2018
04/30/2015
05/02/2015
05/09/2015
05/30/2015
07/22/2015
09/19/2015

End
04/11/2015
04/19/2015
05/02/2015
05/02/2015
05/09/2015
05/30/2015
07/25/2015
09/19/2015

Chapter
Wright Field Scale Modelers (IPMS/USA Region IV Convention)
Lorain County
*AMPS International Convention
Warren
MMCL Invitational
Toledo
IPMS/USA 2015 National Convention
Dayton Area Plastic Modelers
* Denotes non-IPMS event (shown for info only)
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City/Area
Dayton, OH
Westlake, OH
Auburn, IN
Detroit, MI
Louisville, KY
Toledo, OH
Columbus, OH
Dayton, OH
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Mess Hall.
By: Grunty the Magic Pig

Honey Ginger Shrimp
INGREDIENTS
Nutrition
Serves 8-10
Ingredients Edit and Save
Original recipe makes 4 Servings

2 tablespoons olive oil
1 tablespoon red pepper flakes
1 teaspoon chopped garlic
1/4 yellow onion, chopped
1 teaspoon ground ginger
1 teaspoon honey
1 pound medium shrimp - peeled and deveined
salt and pepper to taste
DIRECTIONS

Directions
1.

Heat the olive oil and red pepper flakes in a large skillet over medium heat. Add the
onions, garlic, ginger and honey; cook and stir until fragrant. Add the shrimp, and
cook for 5 minutes, stirring as needed, until shrimp are pink and opaque. Serve
immediately.
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